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WHY A 5+5 YOUNG
GRADUATES SMHES ?

W

ithin the framework of
the French Summit of the
«Two Shores», the FMES
institute has launched an annual regional session including all countries
in the 5+5 dialogue. These Mediterranean strategic studies (SMHES in
French) is divided in two one-week
seminars, the first one in the North
and the other one in the South. It
will bring together young civilian and
military graduates. In 2021, young
officer candidates from the national
navies will participate. This gathering, which is an extension of the
5 + 5 Dialogue, would make the
concept of «Western - Mediterranean identity» concrete, enhance
the cooperation between young
people in this region and raise their
awareness of the common issues,
risks and opportunities to both
shores of the Mediterranean.
The FMES institute being at the initiative of this training will organize
the first week of the 5+5 SMHES’
first edition in Toulon. The second
week will take place in the Mauritanian Institute of Strategic Studies
(IMES) few weeks later.

5+5 Dialogue
The 5+5 dialogue is the oldest
framework for meetings between
Mediterranean countries.
Established in 1990 following a
meeting of the foreign ministers
in Rome, this sub-regional forum
brings together ten countries
of the Western Mediterranean
area. Five of them are located in
the North of the Mediterranean
Sea (Spain, France, Italy, Malta
and Portugal) and five in the
South (Algeria, Libya, Morocco,
Mauritania and Tunisia). It is one
of the first successful initiatives
between Mediterranean
countries. Therefore, the
implementation of this type
of dialogue is in the interest
of appeasement of common
issues in an area where regional
cooperation was too weak.
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The Mediterranean basin concentrates almost all the
factors of globalization. Some of them bring together the
two shores. Others may constitute fracture elements. As a
strategic hub between three continents, the Mediterranean
area is undoubtedly one of the most sensitive places in the world. The FMES
institute proposes to structure a new framework for exchanges for the 5+5
format with young graduates and future decision-makers from the Western
Mediterranean. It is an original way to share thoughts on common subjects
and, to a certain extent, to create a laboratory which ties our two shores.
In a nutshell, this is a way of promoting a Western Mediterranean identity,
reinforcing the connection in the mare nostrum.

OBJECTIVES
Promote exchanges between young civilians and militaries from both shore
of the Mediterranean and participate in the implementation of an EuroMediterranean identity.
Acquire a strategic culture and provide a window on the world.
Understand defense and security concerns of the Mediterranean area by
becoming committed citizens.
Encourage exchanges and collaborative work in order to build a diversified
network of future leaders.
Have the opportunity to participate in a renowned qualifying training course.

www.fmes-france.org

PROGRAM OF THE 1st 2021 SESSION
France - January 11 – 15, 2021 in Toulon, France.
The format of the program aims to further one topic per day to
be explored half a day during collaborative working sessions or
conferences-debates.
MONDAY 11

THURSDAY 14

Economic approach
Morning : Introduction to the
session with the presentation of
the study theme ;
Afternoon : Visit of Naval Group,
Ollioules.

Cultural and historical approach
Morning : Visit of the Mount Faron
Memorial of the allied landing and
liberation of Provence visit ;
Afternoon : Collaborative work.

TUESDAY 12

Closing ceremony
Morning : Collaborative work ;
Afternoon : Report restitution and
graduation ceremony which will
be completed during the second
seminar held in the South.

Environmental main challenges
approach
Morning : Presentation of the
Sud-Provence-Alpes Côte d’Azur
region and its environmental,
regional and international
components ;
Afternoon : Collaborative work
and visit of Les Embiez island and
Paul Ricard Foundation.
WEDNESDAY 13
Defense and security approach
Morning : Visit of Toulon naval
base ;
Afternoon : Conferences and
exchanges with the University of
Toulon.

FRIDAY 15

TEACHING METHODS AND CONDUCT
Conferences-debates related to a previously defined study theme which presents
the geostrategic Mediterranean issues and the current defense policies ;
Collaborative work method allowing shared views about the study theme with
the publication of a report ;
Regional and national site visits with a focus on Mediterranean goals issues ;
Boarding school seminar in order to foster cohesion between participants.

TARGETED AUDIENCE
The 5+5 SMHES is composed of 20 participants willing to deepen their knowledge
in geostrategy and geopolitics in order to understand interactions between the
two shores of the Mediterranean.
The SMHES 5+5 is made up of two auditors per 5+5 Dialogue member country :
the first comes from the academic world and the second from the naval schools of
the national navies.
Higher education students (master level) ;
Researchers or research students ;
Young graduates in office or looking for a job ;
Officer candidates of the naval schools of the national navies.
This seminar will be held in French and in English (the two languages must be
understood and at least one of them must be spoken); a FMES commission in liaison
with its partner institutes will evaluate the candidate ‘s skills.

REGISTRATIONS
Candidates can sign up for this seminar or be proposed by partner institutes or
universities. This seminar, which consists of a boarding school format, is entirely
funded by the FMES institute supported by the French minister of Europe and
Foreign Affairs and European organizations. For Northern countries, only the cost
of transport remains the responsibility of the participants.
If you want further information about this first seminar, please contact us at
formation@fmes-france.org or by phone at 33 (0) 4 94 05 55 55.

www.fmes-france.org
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Created thirty years ago, the FMES Institute is defined by
two fundamental pillars :
The academic pillar which participates in the strategic
thinking through studies, research and training on the
challenges of the Mediterranean basin and on maritime
issues.
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The economic pillar which supports the Sud-ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur region in terms of defense and dual
technologies.

